DoNCP Website Code of Conduct
1. Despite being a password protected website, DoNCP cannot be considered confidential
or secure. If posting information or sharing experience related to individual patient,
please DO NOT post details which may permit identification.
2. Discussion about other individuals whether members of the DoNCP or not, even if they
are not specifically named is inappropriate. There is a risk that identification may be
possible and the material be seen as defamatory.
3. DoNCP website functions on mutual respect and cooperation. Computer based
communication is quite different to face-to-face communication. Only your words
travel over the Internet - your facial expressions, tone of voice and other personality
aspects are absent from discussions on the DoNCP.
4. Please pay careful attention to how you wield your words and remember the words you
post online will be there for you and everyone to read; long after you have forgotten
what you wrote. Please avoid obscene language, remembering we are a diverse
community of individuals with varying standards.
5. You may, from time to time, find yourself in disagreement with someone on the
DoNCP, so keep in mind it’s safer, more polite and more persuasive to take issue with
that person’s comments, rather than attacking him or her personally.
6. Sharing information, advice or resources gained from offline responses to DoNCP
questions or discussions requires permission from the source. Posting information
directly may breach confidentiality and/or cause distress. Please seek the authors
permission first before you share this information.
7. Asking questions on behalf of people who are not DoNCP members is inappropriate.
The DoNCP is a member privilege. Please invite your friends to be a member of the
DoNCP and give them the opportunity to initiate questions and discussions on the
DoNCP.

We reserve the right to withdraw or modify access rights at our sole discretion in the
interests of more efficient and/or harmonious conduct of the website. You should
review the DoNCP website Terms and Conditions regularly as they are subject to
change without notification.

